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uncon_latedthen the aperturedistributionwillhave a fractal

ABSTRACT characterwhich may or may not be different'thanchatof the

opposingfaces.Conversely,ifthetheopposingfacesareeither
In thisstudymathematicalexprr.ssionsare developedfor the

displacedmirrorimages or arecorrelatedatlargerwavelengths
chamcterkstics of apenur_ between rough _mrfaces. lt shown

then the aperture distribution may not be fractal or may be
that the correlation between the opposite surfaces influences the

fractal only over certain length scales.
aperture properties and different models are pre.sented for these

different surface correlations. Fracture and apemu_s profiles Fracture tracings of intact fracture from cores from the

measured from intact fractures arc evaluated and it is found Nevada Test Site are aLsoexamined, lt is found that the rough-

that they qualitatively follow the mathematically predicted ness profiles exhibit fractal characteristics over certain frequen-

tre_,ds, cies. but the characteristics of the aperture cannot be clearly

as._oc_atedwith a uniquc fmctal dimension over all scales.
INTRODUCTION This is indicalive of fractures between sud'aces that arc corm-

lated at higher wavelengths. Opposite surfaces of natural frac-Flow of fluids through fractures in rocks is a significant
tures in geologicmedia are expected to be correlated athigher

transport mechanism in geological systems. The rate of ground-

water and contaminant migration and the extent of spreading is wavelengths leading to a mean value of apertun." on which
lower wavelength penurbadons are superimposed.

largely governed by fracture nev#orks and corresponding frac-

ture apertures. The variation of these apenur_ controls the SURFACE FRACrAL ANALYSIS
• transport properties of [he fracture such as its permeability and

capillarity. The characteristics of this aperture variation an: Self.affine or self.similar fractal distribution of heights of

determined by the characteristics of the opposite surfaces of rough surfaces are characmrized by correlation over many
natural fractures and the correlation between them. scales and by continuous, but not differentiable, profiles. Such

profiles have a dower spectrum of the fofiowing form 4-s
In this study apcnurcs between fmctal surfaces are

anal_ed. Mathematical expressions are developed that relate 1

the aperture characteristics to those of the fracture faces. Sur. S(to) *,: I < D < '_m__zo , ,- , (I)
faces of fractures exhibit two distinct properties that make them

-. amenable for analysis by thc application of the theory of fractaJ where D is the fractal dimension of the profile. As the ,rractal

geometry." "lhc first is that roughness profiles of the surfaces dimension increases, the heights of nearby points become more

seem to be nowhere differentiablc though they arc continuous, independent of each other ana the profile becomes increasingly

The other is that the profile is either self-similar or self-affin¢ jagged. Due to the singular nature of the power spectrum S(to)
at different scales over a large range of length scales. The as at--.,0 it is frv.xluendy required to introduce a lower cut.off

characteristics of the aperture distribution depend on the fractal frequency y which eor'responds to the largest distance L

surfaces =nal their correlauon, z3 If the two surfaces are measurable. Similarly, higher fa_.querv:y cut-off corresponding
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to lowestmeasurabledistancemay alsodarned. Equation(I) Z,s.I(X_) (

is a sufficient condition for fractaLity, i.e., if the power spcc. j , ydJt . ,
trum exhibits a linear variation in log-log representation and |

the slope is between -3 and -1, then the pmEle is frac_. Frac. ,

telanalysisof surfaceswillnotbe discussedfurthersincemost d
detailscan be foundelsewhere,z'5

Z_ 2(X ) Z a (X)

The characteristics of the aperture are strongly a function

of the characteristics of the opposing rough surfaces that form
them. The fractal nature of the sure'aces as weLl .'ts the correla- Figure 1. Schematic depiction of apertures.

tion between them influence the p_nies of the aperture and

determine whether or not the aperture distribution is fractal.

Thus three different cases are discussed below, each of which the fractal dimension D,, of the aperture Ls idenucal to that of

yield different fractal characteristics. A schematic depiction of the surfaces D,, i.e.,
the surfaces and apertures isshown in figure 1.

S,, (0)) = 2S,(0)) . (4)
A. Uncorrelated Surfaces

where both S= and S, a_e fractal and obey equation (I).
If tax opposing surfa,'.es of the fracture arc completely

uncorrelated over ali scales the resultant aperture will bc the If the two uncorn:lated fractal surfaces have different

difference of these two completely random uncorrelated height characteristics the_l the fractai characteristics of the aperture are

dismbutiorks. This implies that not as easy to oh(ain. For the case where D,l = Ds2 = D, and

C,j = Cs2 the value of C, is C,l + Cjz and D= = D s. How-
o,_ = a_t + o'_z , o',_ = 2cts2 (if o,i = a,_ = t_,) , (2) ever if the fractal dimensions of the two surfaces are not identi-

cal the characteristics of the aperture are complicated to extract.
where o' is the standard deviation of aperture "and _rface This is because the power spectrum, and hence the amplitudes,
profile heights and _ is the variance. Here subscripts a, s 1, of the surface with lower fractal dimension fall faster with

2 refer to aperture, surface 1, and surface 2, respectively, increasing frequency than those on the one with higher fractal
The variances o'_ and o7 arc pmponiortal to the area onder the dimension, and this leads to a non-unique determination of the
power spectra S=(_)and Sa(_) respectively, where to is the aperture dimension.
angular frequency.

B. Paniaii!, Correlated Surfaces
If the two uncomlated surlaces sl and a2 are fracud

then the distribution of the apertures between the surfaces is In a situation where a strong correlation exists between

=,isofractal. By fraclal theory the power specmxms of the fr'ac- the opposite faces at small frequencies (large wavelengths), the

tel aperture and surface profiles arc given I_y equation (I) fractal relation developed in the previous section will hold in

where D = D= or D,, S = S= or S,, and D= and D, a:t the the uncorrelated region. The aperture distribution will thus be

fra_al dimensions of the aperture and surfac_ profiles, respec- fractal ordy in the range where no correlation exists and the

tively. Assuming the consumts of proportionality in equadon corresponding fractai dimensions of the surfaces and aperture

(1) to Ix C= and Cs respectively for the aperture and surfaces, will be the same as that obtained in the previous s_,,ction.At

and obtaining the variances by computing the areas under Ox Ox lower frequencies 0argcr wavelengths), where correlation
power spectrum curve as between the oplx)sing surfaces is strong, the su'faces will still

. be fractal but not so the aperture dis_i'ib__ttior_.Due to ton'cle-

f 2_ (3) tion at the smaller frequencies (larger wavelengths) the power
cr_ = "rS(coMco , T = _ , spectrum S=(_) of the aperture distribution over the correlated

range will be smaller in magnitude than if it were fractal.
when: L is the largest dimension under consideration, yields

D a = D, and C= = 2C,. Here _ is the lowest (cut.off) fie- For opposing similar surfaces (D,I = D,: = D,. C,i =

quency or" the physical system. By applying the fact that the Ct_ = D,) that are correlated at smaLler frequencies {larger

relation between fracture surfaces and apertures should be wavelengths) the following relation is proposed:
independent of the largest length scale L under consideration.

the result that the surface and aperture fractal dimemions are S,(u_)= 2(I -<cos¢(uO>)S,(oJj , (Sa)
similar is obtairmd. Thus for apertures between completely

uncorrraated sm_ilar surfaces of similar fractal dimension D,. where ¢)(to) is the phase difference between the opposing faces

Ill' "P" H' "11) ,r,,, "IIIP II'H' II '1_ ' ITJl..... I1'_' =r)", ..... ,,_ ,,,),r, ,r,r'=),_' ', .... _,)_),,,,,Vll_rr,),,=H_,,, =III', q))""_l" '" "l" ' II ,r," "_II"'"H_'II?P"='Ilr'_ '1'"' _1'_1_1)*""'"",1"' ,,,,r , ii, _ _1111"_' ' ' ,rlql_l, ,,,ql ',_1',.... ,,rll_,,, ,,, Flli," r_ _r ' '1@ ' II'll!ll_=rl_ll .... lr',



at the frequency _. The value of <cos¢> is obtained as form of the power spectrum Ss (a)) of the fraclal surface from
equation ( l ) yields

f{

<cosO(m)>= ]cos(_)P_)(¢)d_. (5b) xc2
-_ ,.,ca (m) --* C, (,o(.}_w) , {o .-_ 0 , D = D, . (6c)

Her," P_)(_) is the probability, of the phase difference of the)

Fourier components of the opposite faces to be ¢ at frequency This implies that if [he fractal dimension D, is less than 1.5
_. For completely uncorrelated frequencies, Pw = l'r2_, i.e., [.he power .spectrum of the aperture at small co increases with
any angle b.-.tween -_ and _ can be found with equal probabil- decreasing o and if Ds is greater than 1.5 the power spectrum
it/. In such a case equation (5) equals equation (4). If the decreases with decreasing co. For fractal dimension D, equal to
phase difference is zero, implying that the two surfaces a_ 1.5 the power spectrum of the aperture asymptotes to a con-
identical at the f_quency m and that the amplhudes of the two stant value as ¢.odecreases. This power spectrum (for D_ =
surfaces will cancel, then P_)(_) = 2_), wher_ 8 is the Dirac 1.5) is schematically depicted in figure 2.
delta function. This leads u_ <cos)> = l, and thus S,, (co) = 0 INTACT FRACTURE DATA
for this fn:quency m.

The rock samples were obtained from the G-tunnel of the
C. Surfaces with Displacement Nevada Test Site. The imprints of the intact fracture traces

were obtained by using pencil lead on paper pressed against the
Yet another case is possible, that when the two surface

core surface. This method was employed since measut_menls
profiles are mirror images of each other but are displaced by a

of in.situ apertures of intact fi'actures were desired and thus the
small displacement distance x c, This distribution can be shown
to have the following power spectrum s fractures could not be opened to expose their surfaces. Only

the visually exposedtraces of the fracture on the core surfaces
were available for measurement. Other sophisticated measure-

S,, (co) = 2(I - cos(axc_,(o) , (6a)
ment techniques such as using profilometers and casdngs can
only be used if the surface of the fracture is available, and such

= £o2xc25).(_) , (axe --+ 0 . (6b) was not possible for this analysis. The tracings obtained were
digidzed using a thousand line per inch digitizing board and a

Clearly the aperture dislribution is not fractal since its power contouring program. More than fifty such tracings were
spectrum Sa (£o) does not follow the functional form required obtained from five different cores. However, most were hair.

by e.,quaUon (1). From equation (6b) and using the functional line fracmre.s and were not considered fr "his study since they
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Figure3. Two aperturetracingsfromonesingle fracturein con: U120.AF-?.

did not yield any measurable aperture. Some other large aper- The apertures from the second con: UI2G-AF-8 (figure4)
rur¢ fracture.s were damaged by the coring process, Of the appear visually to be correlated at large wavelengths. This is
remaining, four representative aperture data sets corresponding reflected in the power spectrum of the aperture distributions
to fractures with measurable apenur_s and no discernable dam- where a fail.off is obtained at _analler frequencies 0arger
age are presented here, They are from two different fractures wavelengths), see figure 6. The fractaJ dimension of the aper-
and each set was measured from diametrically opposite parallel rum at larger frequencies is approximately 1,2 whereas thal of
locations on two cylindrical core surfaces. The circumferancc the surface prori}es is 1.35. The characteristics of the two
of the first core (UI2G-AF-7)was approximately 31,8". The apertures from core AF-8 follow the results predicted by
corresponding digitized tracings are presented in figure 3. The mathematk::almodel deve',oped for partially correlated surfaces.
second core (UI2G-AF-8) had a cir,cumferance of approxi-
rnately31.6"andthe tracingsan:pre..senmdin figure4 CONCLUSIONS

RESULTS Insummary,theroughnessdataf3'omintactfracturesindi-
rates thaithefractureroughnessprofiles exhibit frac_power

The power spectra of the two apenuresfrom the first spectrumbehavior.The,fract_ sxudyof the aperturedata indi-
core UI2G.AF-7 (figure 3) =re presentedin figure 5. A visual rates that the aperture distribution also follows a fracta.I
inspectionof the aperturetracings indicatesthai theopposite behavior ai higher frequencies(small wavelengfl'ts)and, for
faces of the fracture do nos seem highly correlated at any some apertures, displays a power fall-off at larger wavelengths
wavelengthor frequency. This is verified by the power spec- indicatingthai the larger wavclengshcomponentsof the oppos.
trum of the aperrureswhich indicatesfTactalbehavior.How- in_, faces arecnrmlatedwhile shesmalleronesare not. How.
ever, the fracta] dimensionof the apertureis not sameas thas ever, the mean fractal dimensionof the apenuredistribu.on
of fineprofiles.The power spccsra of the profiles(nosshown correspondingto the smallerwavelengthsis nossimilar to thas
here)exhibit a power spectrumof the mathematicalform indi- of t.hcfracrurewalls. Four reasonsexist that can explain why .,
casedby equation(1), where themean valueof dimensionDj, thcsc fractal dimensionsan: non-similar, The first is that

foundby fitting a straight line through Lhcspectraldasuof lhc becauseof Lhcmethod o( datacollecuona preciseimpnm of
variousprofiles, is approximately1.35. The mean dimension the profiles couldnot be obtained,and this insroduccderrors,
D= of the two aperturesfrom coreAF-7 is approximately1.2. The fractureaperture,which is obtainedfrom the difi'ercnccof
This aperture exhibiLs characteristicso( Lhc type discussed themcasure.menLsof the two surfaces,has thusa highererror.
under uncormlat=dsurfaces. SecoMly, the nmge of frequencies spanned by the data is less
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Figure4.Two aperture_,.cingsfromone singlefractureincoreUI2G-AF-8.

than two orders of magnitude and this hampers the accurate _EN_..S
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between uncorrelated surfaces, partially correlated surfaces, and Research Letters, i..66,pp. 673-6'76 (1989).%

similar displaced surfaces are for ideally fractal surfaces. Devi-

ations in geologic systems are expected due to erosion and 5. Kumar, S., and Bodvarsson. G.S., "FractaJ stud,,' and

physical constraints on the geology. However, the expressions simulation of fracture roughness," Geophysical Research

• developed provide insighl to the depcndence of apen'ure 1.ztters, 17, pp. 701-704 (1990).
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